
 

 

 

 

 

Marine Habitats of the Florida Keys focuses on four main habitats found around Pigeon Key and 

throughout the Florida Keys: Mangroves, Seagrass Beds, Shallow Hardbottom, and Coral Reefs. 

Recommended as the first program for visiting education groups, this presentation explores the 

common ecosystems students will be exposed to during their time on Pigeon Key. Throughout the 

program students learn about each ecosystem, the benefits and threats to each, as well as how they 

can help! The program ends with a Scavenger Hunt around Pigeon Key where groups of students 

explore the island and search for objects they just learned about, for example a sacrificial leaf from a 

Red Mangrove tree. 

 

 

 

Reef Fish Identification is a fun and interactive program that highlights numerous fishes that students 

will see while snorkeling. Every group’s itinerary includes a trip to Sombrero Reef and Pigeon Key 
Staff believe that the more fish students are able to identify while visiting our local coral reef, the more 

memorable trip! Students are introduced to fish behaviors, life strategies, and how those factors relate 

to morphological characteristics. Students use their new knowledge to identify fish species on our 50-

foot long marine ecosystems mural that depicts fish in their natural habitats and play other memory 

based card games. 
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Our shoreline is the laboratory for this flagship program! After a brief classroom presentation that 

teaches students about the unique characteristics of the seven most common invertebrate phyla in 

our waters, students search the island for specimens. Whether they are found via snorkeling or tide-

pooling, all the invertebrates are taken to our wet labs where everyone is encouraged to participate in 

a hands-on session to identify and gently examine each organism. After careful exploration, all of the 

specimens are returned to their original habitats. You will be amazed at the variety of life that your 

students find! 

 

 

 

 

 

Discover the science behind the world’s most feared and misunderstood fish! This program is a 
student favorite, delving into the life history of sharks and their importance to the marine world. No 

fact is left unexplored—from the first shark in existence, to the most common shark eaten today—
students learn the truth behind many of the common shark myths. After gaining an understanding of 

shark morphology, students dissect a shark reiterating the importance and function of each physical 

characteristic and participate in a shark feeding in our enclosed saltwater pool. 

 

 

 

Invertebrate Biodiversity 

Shark Biology and Dissection 



 

 

The island of Pigeon Key is the single most historically significant location in the Florida Keys island 

chain. Since Henry Flagler’s original turn-of-the-century work camp, the island has seen some 

unbelievable uses and changes. In this program, students learn the fascinating story that brought this 

one-of-a-kind island treasure from a work camp, to a vacation destination, to the Historical 

Foundation and Marine Science center that it is today. Students then explore Pigeon Key’s on-island 

museum during a scavenger hunt, which allows them to discover a piece of Pigeon Key History for 

themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the most important issues in the coming years for our oceans, Marine Debris examines the 

overwhelming presence of unnatural items or trash in our oceans. It was recently stated there is now 

more trash in our oceans than fish! This issue is something Pigeon Key sees first hand as different 

items wash up on our shore. Students are taught about the different types of marine debris, common 

causes of it, and most importantly what they can do to help! After, students are asked to perform an 

island stewardship by collecting trash. It is amazing what students find from old boots, to fishing buoys, 

to even baby clothes! Pigeon Key staff turn it into a competition to see which group can collect the most 

trash and most unique piece. 

 

 

Pigeon Key History 

Marine Debris and Island Stewardship Project 



 

 

In this program, the staff introduce students to the plethora of adaptations that marine organisms 

have developed for survival. From obvious features like fins and gills, to the more obscure such as 

protective setae of a fire worm, students are immersed in this fascinating topic! After discussing 

everything from claws, camouflage, night vision, and bioluminescence, students are given the 

opportunity to design their own marine creature! An optional evening tide-pooling session can be 

added to hunt for creatures with nocturnal adaptations, creature found are brought back to our touch 

tanks for a more in-depth explanation and hands-on learning experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

Plankton produce nearly 70% of the oxygen in the atmosphere (more than all land plants combined!), 

yet students tend to know little about them. Plankton are fascinating; from microscopic algae, to 

larger-than-human-sized jellies, they compromise a dizzying array of animals and plants. After 

discussing what qualifies an organism as a plankton, and how they are ecologically important, 

students collect plankton from the waters around Pigeon Key. Samples are brought back to the 

classroom to be examined under a microscope, where students discover the mysteries of tiny 

plankton for themselves. Students typically find planktonic crabs, fish, and nudibranchs in their 

samples! 

 

 

Marine Adaptations 

Plankton Lab 



 

                      

Squid belong to a family of unique creatures! This program examines the amazing adaptations squid 

exhibit in order to survive and how this relates to their morphology. By exploring the idea that different 

species live in different environments and therefore have different morphological characteristics, 

students realize how well adapted each creature is to its unique environment. Following the short 

presentation, students dissect a squid in order to better understand their anatomy and why each 

feature is important. For an added bonus, students are quizzed on squid anatomy. 

 

 

 

 

 

If your students already enjoy fishing, or want to try it for the first time, this is an invaluable course for 

them. After a brief fishing tutorial, students head to the Pigeon Key dock with rod and reel in hand. 

Pigeon Key Staff members oversee all fishing to help bait hooks and catch and release caught fish. 

Notable species caught and released include grunts, barracuda, tarpon, snapper, grouper, and a 

variety of shark species! Pigeon Key has been fortunate enough to also start tagging sharks! Lucky 

students are now able to land, tag, and release sharks which is added to a citizen science database. 

Each student to successfully tag a shark receives a certificate in the mail! 

 

 

 

 

Squid Anatomy and Dissection 

Conservation Angling 



 

  

Florida is a hotspot for invasive species. The most popular case of invasion for the Florida Keys is 

Lionfish. Pigeon Key staff explain the difference between nonnative and invasive species while 

exploring some of the more common cases in Florida. We then focus on Lionfish and why this particular 

invader is such a problem. frequently collect lionfish around the island and house them in our live-tanks. 

Our lionfish feeding demonstrates just how gluttonous these creatures truly can be! 

 

 

 

                 

 

Citizen Science is a growing form of data collection by members of the general public in collaboration 

with professional scientists. Your students become a part of this Citizen Science when they 

participate in the EarthDive Research Project, which helps create a database of indicator species in 

the Florida Keys. A great activity to add another level to all of the snorkeling done while on Pigeon 

Key. Students snorkel in teams with a dive slate and record certain species of marine creatures they 

observe and in what quantity. Once back on island, students aid staff with entering the data into a 

global database. 

 

 

 

EarthDive Research Project 

Invasive Species of South Florida 



 

 

Habitat loss, climate change, invasive species, pollution and overexploitation all contribute to organisms 

finding their way onto the Endangered Species List. This informative program highlights the importance 

of listing species as endangered and the factors to how they got there in the first place. Students learn 

about the species in danger of extinction in the Florida Keys and work together as citizen scientists to 

put together an Action Plan in order to save them!  

 

 

South Florida is home to five of the seven species of sea turtles found worldwide. This fun program 

dives into the different species, their anatomy, quirks and ecological importance. Your students will 

leave Pigeon Key with a large appreciation for these amazing animals and the small steps that can be 

taken in order to protect them in the wild.  

 

 

What would happen to Pigeon Key if the foundation that works to preserve it was threatened? Your 

groups get to find out when half of your students become Developers lobbying for change, while the 

other half act as Conservationists hoping to preserve the island. A group of students acting as the 

Board of Directors gets to make the ultimate decision after both sides present their ideas and 

strategies for Pigeon Key’s future. Recommended as the last program before groups leave, this is a 
great closing activity that keeps students talking about Pigeon Key the whole way home. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Endangered Species of the Florida Keys 

Sea Turtles of South Florida 

Conservation Town Meeting 

Questions? 
Contact Education Director 
Casey Howley-Brigham 

Casey@PigeonKey.net 

3-day/2-night trips starting at 

$400 per participant 

COVID-19 Protocols: All 

trips are based off of local, 

state and CDC guidelines with 

outdoor activities. 


